1. On pages 3, how does Laura feel about her new shoes?

2. On page 6, what did Laura dislike about jellyfish?

3. Turn to pages 18 and 20. Find the words Laura spoke and thought that shows she is beginning to change her views on jellyfish?

4. On page 28 and 29, where were Laura’s shoes?

5. Is there anything that puzzles you about this?

6. Why do you think Laura let her shoes float out to sea at the end of the story?

7. Do you think Laura and Scott were good to rescue the jellyfish?

8. Were they brave in any way?
1. On pages 3, how does Laura feel about her new shoes?

   *She was really proud of them.*

2. On page 6, what did Laura dislike about jellyfish?

   *What a pong. I hate them. They’ll spoil my new jelly shoes.*

3. Turn to pages 18 and 20. Find the words Laura spoke and thought that shows she is beginning to change her views on jellyfish?

   *“They’re beautiful”. They sparkled like jewels. “Poor babies”.*

4. On page 28 and 29, where were Laura’s shoes?

   *They were bobbing about on the waves, heading out to sea.*

5. Is there anything that puzzles you about this?

   *Yes, because there was a track of stars in the sand that led to the sea, the shoes seemed to have walked by themselves.*

6. Why do you think Laura let her shoes float out to sea at the end of the story?

   *Open. Maybe she still believes her shoes are made from real jellyfish.*

7. Do you think Laura and Scott were good to rescue the jellyfish?

   *Open.*

8. Were they brave in any way?

   *Open.*